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Abstract—Regularities in the excitation and relaxation of rock failure were revealed in a series of laboratory exper
iments. Similar regularities are found also in natural conditions. A physical idea and its mathematical description
are suggested for explaining the obtained experimental data. The aim of the experiments was to understand the
character of excitation of the failure, triggered by the external impact, and its relaxation after the cessation of the
pressure, depending on the intensity of the acting stresses. Different rates of increase in the initiating strains result
in different acoustic responses that reflect the development of failure. At the higher rates of deformation, the
observed process was similar to the aftershock sequences, and at the lower, to the seismic swarms. The character
and parameters of the acoustic response change with the increase in the acting strains. The patterns of the changes
exhibit several regularities. In case of the swarmlike activity, the time of maximum activity (and, correspondingly,
the beginning in its decay) increases with the increase in acting strains. In case of the aftershocklike activity, the
level of applied strains determines the parameters of the Omori’s law. The delay in the powerlaw’s decrease in
activity increases with the growth of the load (similar to the increasing time until the beginning of the decay in the
swarmlike activity). Similar regularities are defined in natural conditions in the experiments on the rock’s failure
induced by water infusion into a borehole (SoultzsousForêts, France). A hypothesis of competitive excitation
and relaxation is suggested for explaining the observed experimental data. Mathematical modeling has confirmed
the validity of this hypothesis.
DOI: 10.1134/S1069351310020023

Numerous works addressing the analysis of the seis
mic regime highlighted several challenging problems,
one of which is connected with insufficient knowledge of
physics of transient modes, reflecting the general dynam
ics of seismicity arising in response to different exciting
factors. The seismic process involves differenttype feed
backs that determine and control the evolution of seis
micity. It is difficult to reveal and study these feedbacks in
stationary conditions, since the variations in the back
ground seismicity are insignificant, and their nature is
usually poorly known. The transient mode of the seismic
process is a response of the geophysical medium to the
different impacts that disturb its stationary state. Identifi
cation of the regularities in the transient mode offers the
possibility to gain an insight into the character and spe
cific features of the key properties of the medium and its
physical mechanisms, which govern the dynamics of the
seismicity.
The study of transient modes provides methodologi
cal advantages, since it draws together the geophysical
study in free natural conditions and the laboratory phys
ical experiment with controlled conditions and repeat
ability of tests. Regarding the study of the transient seis

mic regimes, we have a priori knowledge about the excit
ing source and may assess the repeatability of natural
experiments.
The dynamical model describing the nucleation of
the sources of real earthquakes may be represented as the
initiation and development of macrofractures in the lab
oratory experiments, which provides the grounds for sub
sequent modeling of the seismic regime. Such experi
ments are successfully carried out by several research
teams [Yanagidani et al., 1985; Lockner et al., 1992;
Yukutake, 1992; Lei et al., 1992; 2000; Lockner, 1993;
Moore and Lockner, 1995; Zang et al., 2000; Thompson,
2006; Fortin, 2006].
The purpose of our experiments was to study the
character of rock the failure initiated by an external
impact and its relaxation after the cessation of the
impact, and to find the correlation between these pro
cesses and acting stresses. The experiments were con
ducted in the Borok Geophysical Observatory of the
Institute of Physics of the Earth, Russian Academy of
Sciences. We also took into consideration the data,
obtained in the unique experiments on the crushing of
large blocks of rocks at the highpressure press in the
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Institute for High Pressure Physics (Russian Academy of
Sciences) [Semerchan et al., 1981; Sobolev and Kol’tsov,
1988] and in a natural experiment at the European test
site in SoultzsousForêts [Cornet et al.; 1977; Evans
et al., 2005a; 2005b; 2005c; Gerard et al., 2006]. The exper
imental results are illustrated by the mathematical model.
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
AND METHODS
The studies were conducted with the uniaxial load of
the specimen, including the experiments with uniform
compression. The typical sizes of the sandstone and
limestone specimen varied from a few centimeters to 1 m.
The parameters of the specimen and the regimes of the
initiation of the rock failure are given in the table. The
names of the experiments discussed in the text corre
spond to the names of the specimen. The velocities of the
elastic waves cited in the table were measured prior to the
experiments; the open porosity was determined by the
method of water saturation in the vacuum chamber.
The first series of the experiments was performed at
the programmable geophysical complex with the two
chamber electrohydraulic press INOVA1000. The max
imal load provided by this system is 1000 kH, the maxi
mal stroke of the mobile hob is 100 mm, and the working
zone is 300 × 300 × 800 mm in size. The control system
is implemented as a programmable feedback controller;
the accuracy of the load control is up to 5 N; the piston
stroke control accuracy is ±0.05μm; and the straincon
trol accuracy is <0.17 μm. The piston stroke is executed
in discrete steps with minimum increment of 0.24 μm.
The control program provides the following modes of
operation: loading with the constant rate of strain and its
possible variations during the experiment, the standby
mode (retention of the constant strain), additional har
monic modulation of the axial pressure, and checking the
loading rate under the acoustic emission (AE) feedback.
The axial load, piston stroke, and other mechanical
parameters were measured at the sampling rate of 1 s.
A uniform compression of up to 200 MPa is provided
by the oil pressure in the highpressure chamber. Cylin
drical specimen of sandstone, 30 mm in diameter and
60 mm long are mounted in a special measurement cell
equipped with sensors of the axial load and radial defor
mation, and with piezoelectric receivers of the acoustic
signals. During the measurements, the samples are sealed
by copper and plastic jackets.
The acoustic emission (AE) signals are measured
using two independent recording systems. The first sys
tem is a multichannel station for recording the wave
forms. The incoming AE signals are received by eight res
onance (375 kHz) piezoelectric receivers, then amplified
by preliminary amplifiers, and digitized with a 5 MHz
sampling frequency.
During the process of loading, the ultrasonic sound
ing of the specimen is carried out from several directions
for calculating the velocities of elastic waves used for cal
culation of the coordinates of acoustic pulses. Errors in
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the identification of the first arrivals of the elastic waves
do not exceed fractions of microseconds, which results in
the errors of coordinates not higher than 1.0–1.5 mm. In
the method for calculation of the coordinates, an itera
tion procedure is used for minimization of the misfits
between the calculated data and the arrival times derived
from instrumental measurements.
The system for recording the waveform has several
constraints caused by the discontinuous contact of the
sensors with the specimen; therefore, the energy of the
recorded signals and the number of localized events may
not always be correctly estimated. More accurate assess
ment of these parameters may be yielded by a onechan
nel system of continuous recording of the acoustic sig
nals. Such an approach is implemented in recent studies
to eliminate the constraints related to the trigger (thresh
old) method of signal detection [Thomson et al., 2006].
In this system, a piezoelectric sensor with the resonance
frequency of 290 kHz mounted in the lower piston of the
press is used as a receiver. The acoustic contact of the sen
sor with the specimen is provided by the axial load itself.
This yields a reliable and stable acoustic contact with the
lower part of the specimen during the entire experiment,
including the terminal stage of the rock failure. The
amplified signal is continuously sampled at 1 MHz. The
preliminary processing of the data includes their aggrega
tion and calculation of the effective amplitude over the
interval of 96 μs.
The subsequent processing aimed at the extraction of
the separate acoustic emission signals is based on the
automatic adaptive detection of signals in accordance
with the threshold criterion. The system allows the flow
of signals to be processed at a rate of 2400 events per sec
ond. The processed data are compiled into the catalog of
events, which includes the time of the event and its
energy. Precisely these data are analyzed in this work.
The steps of strain with different rates of increase and
different duration were used as a triggering impact. Two
different regimes of the uniaxial load were applied.
The first regime is the step under a maximally rapid
single stroke of the hob and the subsequent retention of
the specimen under constant strain conditions. (Herein
after, we will refer to this regime as “a sharp step.”) The
strain rate defined by the technical characteristics of the
press was in this case at least 10–3 l/s. As was shown earlier
[Smirnov and Ponomarev, 2004], the small sharp stepped
growth in the load applied to the specimen induces
acoustic activity similar in its statistical properties to the
aftershock sequences: the acoustic activity obeyed
Omori’s law, and the observed temporal changes in the
acoustic parameters were similar to those characteristic
of the aftershocks. After the acoustic activity had
returned to its background level (this occurred usually
after 200–400 s), the additional stepped loading was
repeated.
The second regime was characterized by the linear
increase of the strain with the rate specified in the interval
of approximately 10–6 to 10–5 l/s. This increase was fol
lowed by keeping the specimen under constant deforma
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Note: Petrographic characteristics of specimen. (A42, A52) sandstone, polymictic, light, inequigranular. The grain size varies from 50 to 300 µm. The main characteristic of the mineral com
position: high content of clay minerals and carbonates (calcite and dolomite). Composition: quartz 30–35%, feldspar 30–35%, biotite up to 10%, cementing material (clay minerals,
carbonates) up to 15%, ore minerals and oxides up to 5%.
(A62) sandstone, arkosic, finegrained, brown. The average grain size is 150 µm. The main characteristic of the mineral composition: low content of clay material. Composition: quartz
75%, feldspar 15%, cementing material (clay minerals, oxides, carbonates) up to 5%, ore minerals and their oxides up to 5%.
(SS40, SS70) sandstone, arkosic, transitional to feldspar–quartzose. The grain size is 300–400 µm. The mineral composition: quartz 65%, feldspars 25%, cementing material (clay
minerals, carbonates) 10%, rare mineral phases
(LL1) shell limestone. Mineral composition: calcite 50%, dolomite 30%, clayey material filling fractures 20%. Values and growth rates of deformations are different for different series;
in brackets: average values.
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UNIAXIAL LOADING WITHOUT UNIFORM
COMPRESSION (SMOOTH STEP)
Figure 1 illustrates the loading history of the sand
stone specimen (A52) with its initiation by the smooth
step. Each load step induced a burst of acoustic activity.
During the retention periods of the specimen, a gradual
decay was observed in the axial strain; moreover, the
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tion and subsequent continued loading in line with the
same procedure. Let us term this regime of initiation as a
smooth step.
Some experiments were conducted under uniform
compression at 40 and 70 MPa.
The strain control regime was selected in accordance
with the notion about the processes occurring in the focal
zones of earthquakes. In the context of earthquake focal
mechanics, the source of an earthquake is modeled at
first approximation by the steplike source time function
[Kostrov and Das, 1988], which is the key factor deter
mining the further evolution of the stressstrain state of
the medium and the process of fracturing that manifests
itself in the natural conditions as the aftershock
sequences .
The acoustic catalogues that were compiled from
the data obtained in the experiments included tens to
hundreds of thousands of events. Preprocessing of the
catalogue data was carried out in accordance with the
technique applied previously in similar experiments
for assessing the uniformity of the data from different
seismic catalogues [Smirnov et al., 1995; Smirnov,
1997]. The amplitude of the acoustic impulses was
recalculated into the conditional energy class by the
formula K = 2 log A, , where A is the averaged ampli
tude of the electric signal coming from the acoustic
sensor (no absolute calibration of the mechanical–
electrical converter was carried out). Assuming an
insignificant difference between the pulse spectra and
continuous contact of the sensor with the specimen,
A2 is proportional to the seismic energy, and K in this
case is similar in its physical meaning to the energy
class applied in seismology.
We also again analyzed the data obtained in previous
experiments on fracturing the large (approximately 1 m3)
rock blocks [Sobolev et al., 1996]. Such experiments are
of particular significance, since they allow for the study of
the local internal failure, with the exclusion, or dimin
ished influence, of the external boundaries of the blocks
and with decreasing the effect of the crushing of the spec
imen by the loading unit. Due to the natural heterogene
ity of large blocks, some volumes inside the specimen that
are surrounded by the harder material may be crushed,
which is likely characteristic of earthquakes. These
experiments make it possible also to estimate the influ
ence of the scaling factor on the failure and to compare
the results of the laboratory experiment with the natural
patterns.
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Fig. 1. Loading history and loading curve for Specimen A52:
(a) loading history: (1) axial stress, (2) axial strain, (3) acous
tic activity; (b) loading curve: (1) stress–strain diagram,
(2) acoustic activity.

higher the acoustic activity, the larger the decay at each
step of loading.
The curve of loading presented in Fig. 1b is typical for
the experiments without uniform compression when the
stresses are applied by the press only to the end faces of
the cylindrical specimen, while its lateral faces are free of
load (let us name this regime as a purely uniaxial load).
Direct measurements show that highly porous substances
experience significant inelastic deformations even under
low stresses [Hart and Wang, 1995; Lockner and Stan
chits, 2002]. Figure 1b clearly demonstrates the nonlin
ear correlation between the stresses and deformations in
the initial part of the load curve. This interval corresponds
to relatively high acoustic activity, which decreases with
the increase in the stresses and reaches its minimum as
the load curve passes to the straightline segment.
The smoothing of the initial part of the load curve in
the experiments with the purely uniaxial loading (partic
ularly in case of a porous medium) is usually explained by
the closure of pores and fractures as well as by the “set
tlingdown” of mineral grains [Scholz, 1968; Tapponnier
and Brace, 1976; Lavrov et al., 2004; Paterson and Wong,
2005]. This process is accompanied by acoustic activity.
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Fig. 2. Acoustic activity in the experiment A52: (a) examples of initial data (points) and smoothed curves corresponding to different val
ues of acting stresses: (1) 8.3 MPa, (2) 29.2 MPa, (3) 41.3 MPa, (4) initiating step of deformation; (b) normalized curves of acoustic activity
under different acting stresses: (1) 1.0 MPa, (2) 5.3 MPa, (3) 10.2 MPa, (4) 15.3 MPa, (5) 21.7 MPa, (6) 29.2 MPa, (7) 39.2 MPa,
(8) 42.1 MPa, (9) initiating step of deformation.

The material weakened by the preexisting defects is char
acterized by lowered effective elasticity modules, which is
reflected in the smoothing of the load curve. With the
exhausting of the existing defects, the closing of the pores
and microfractures, the rigidity of the mineral matrix
and, correspondingly, the effective increase of the elastic
ity modules, the load curve passes to a straightline inter
val [Hart and Wang, 1995].
Let “a series” be the term denoting the period of the
experiment that begins at the first point of the growth in
the step of initiating deformation and ends at the last
point of the area with constant deformation. Let the level
of acting stress (or simply, the acting stress) be understood
as the stress (axial pressure), which was the starting value
in the initiation by the steplike strain of a given series
(due to the fact that the strains vary within a series, we

used the average value for the series preceding the one
under consideration). In the representation of the results
for the individual series, the time is always counted from
the beginning of the series.
Figure 2a presents examples of several series, corre
sponding to different levels of acting strains. It is seen that
the load steps induced acoustic activity resembling seis
mic swarms: with the gradual growth and subsequent
decay in the activity. The intensity of the acoustic activity
in different series is characterized by different statistical
scatter explained by the different volumes of the data sets
analyzed: at higher strains, the curves are calculated using
a greater amount of events. Therefore, the initial data
were smoothed by their averaging in the corresponding
sliding windows, and only smoothed data were used in
the further analysis.
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Fig. 3. Parameters of the acoustic regime with different acting stresses: (a) experiment A52, (b) experiment A62: (1) delay in maximum
activity relative to the beginning of initiation, (2) slope of the frequencymagnitude curve, (3) number of events in each series (the
straight line corresponds to exponential approximation), (4) the duration of the increase of the initiating step: 20 s in A52 and 200 s in
A62.

It is apparent in Fig. 2a, that under high strains, the
maximum activity shifts to higher time values. For the
purposes of better visualization, the activity in each series
was normalized to its maximum. The results are shown in
Figure 2b (only several series are presented for easier
readability of the image). One can see that the time shift
(delay) of the maximum activity relative to the start of the
initiation (beginning of the series) increases with the
increase in the acting stresses. It is noteworthy that at low
strains the maximum falls into the interval of the buildup
in the step load; i.e., the decay in the acoustic activity
begins and proceeds under an increasing initiating load.
IZVESTIYA, PHYSICS OF THE SOLID EARTH
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Figure 2a depicts also the delay of the maximum
activity (the beginning of the decay in the activity, the
beginning of the relaxation of excitation) depending on
the acting stresses. The increase in the delay of the maxi
mum activity (and, correspondingly, the increase in the
delay of the start in relaxation of the perturbation)
depending on the acting stresses is apparent. It is seen
also that at high stresses the activity continues to grow
even after the growth in the initiating step has stopped:
the delay of the maximum activity exceeds the duration
of the period of increasing stresses.
Figure 3a also displays the complete set of the acoustic
events recorded in each series. The slope of the curve of
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stresses increase, the portion of progressively smaller
defects among the failed defects increases. This is consis
tent with the notions on the correlation between the
strength of preexisting defects and their size: the larger
the defect, the lower its strength (the classical example of
this phenomenon is represented by Griffith’s fracture).
In the beginning, the lower loads result in the fracturing
of the largest (and, correspondingly, the least failure
proof) defects. With the enhancement of the load, the
stresses become sufficient for causing the failure of
smaller (and, thus, stronger) defects.
Further increase in the load results in the formation of
new fractures, and the failure develops in line with the
kinetic concept by [Zhurkov, 1968] and the avalanche–
unstable fracturing scenario [Mjachkin et al., 1975a;
1975b]. This is confirmed by the exponential dependence
of the number of events on the stress value and by the
decrease in the slope of the frequencymagnitude plot
typical for the processes of the crack fusion and growth
[Zhurkov et al., 1980; Sobolev, 1993; Reches and Lock

0

Fig. 4. Loading history and loading curve for Specimen SS70:
(a) loading history: (1) axial stress, (2) axial deformation,
(3) acoustic activity; (b) loading curve: (1) stress–strain dia
gram, (2) acoustic activity.

the frequencymagnitude relation estimated from the
whole set of these events is also presented. The slope of
the magnitudefrequency plot is estimated using the
method of maximal likelihood accepted in seismology,
taking into account the representativeness of the cata
logues of the acoustic events. The correlation between
these parameters and the acting stresses is typical in the
experiments with purely uniaxial loading.
As mentioned above, the acoustic activity at the initial
stage of loading is evidently associated with the failure of
the preexisting defects. In Fig. 3a, this stage corresponds
to the descending branch of the curve depicting the num
ber of events. It is seen that at the failure of preexisting
defects and the transition of the load curve to its straight
line segment (Fig. 1), the slope of the plotted frequency
magnitude relation increases. Consequently, as the

ner, 1994; Xinglin Lei et al., 2003].
In Fig. 3a, we drew a single smooth line through the
points of the dependence of the delay in the maximum
activity relative to the beginning of the initiation. Each
phase of the failure (of both preexisting defects and newly
formed fractures) should perhaps be considered sepa
rately, and different approximations should be perhaps
constructed for the delay. Which of these approaches is
more valid remains unclear so far; the answer to this
question requires special studies.
Figure 3b displays the dependences of the delays of
maximum activity, the amount of the acoustic events,
and the slope of the frequencymagnitude curve on the
acting stresses for experiment A62. In the material of the
specimen and load regime, this experiment is similar to
the previous one (A52), although the strength of Speci
men A52 proved three times higher than that of Sample
A62. It is apparent that the results of this experiment are
also similar to those shown in Fig. 3a: the delay grows
with increasing stresses, the slope of the frequencymag
nitude curve decreases, and the number of events is
approximated by the exponential dependence (beyond
the interval corresponding to the failure of the preexisting
defects).
NIAXIAL LOAD UNDER UNIFORM
COMPRESSION (SMOOTH STEP)
The loading history and the load curve with initiation
by the smooth step under uniaxial loading and uniform
compression (experiment SS70) are presented in Fig. 4.
The uniform compression allows significant suppressing
1

Zhurkov’s formula proposed for material durability is in essence
the Boltzmann exponent. The value reciprocal to the durability
determines the probability of failure; therefore, in the context of
the kinetic concept, the exponential dependence of the number
of failure events during a certain period on the applied stresses
should be expected [Regel et al., 1974].
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of the role of the failure of preexisting defects [Zhang
et al., 199; Kawakata and Shimata, 2000; DiGiovanni
et al., 2000]. It follows from Fig. 4 that the abovemen
tioned effects of smoothing of the load curve and the
decrease in the acoustic activity at the initial stage of the
load can be observed only in the situation when the axial
load additional to the uniform compression (which is
named the “differential”) is lower than the hydrostatic
pressure that provides the uniform compression. With the
differential load exceeding the hydrostatic pressure, the
effects of the failure of preexisting defects may be disre
garded. In addition, the uniform compression increases
the strength of the specimen, thus allowing the experi
ments to be carried out with a higher axial load, which
yields, correspondingly, more extensive acoustic cata
logues.
Figure 5 presents the normalized curves of the acous
tic activity for the initiation series with different acting
differential stresses (only several series are shown). It is
clearly seen that the delay in the maximum activity
increases with the increasing stresses.
The results of the experiments on the initiation under
the uniform compression are summarized in Fig. 6. The
regularities observed in the variations of the parameters
are the same as in the case of the purely uniaxial load:
with the growth in the acting stresses, the time interval to
the commencement of relaxation (to the beginning of the
IZVESTIYA, PHYSICS OF THE SOLID EARTH
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decay in the activity) increases, and the slope of the fre
quencymagnitude plot decreases. The dependence of
the total amount of events in each series on the stress is
close to the exponential one.
The catalogues of the acoustic events observed in the
experiments with uniform compression are sufficiently
extensive to provide the possibility for studying the tem
poral variations in the slope of the frequencymagnitude
curve within each series. It is possible to obtain the repre
sentative estimates for the “major” series, i.e., under rel
atively high acting stresses and, correspondingly, high
acoustic activity. Figure 7, which presents such estimates,
shows the regular variations in the slope of the frequency
magnitude curve (b): at the stage of increasing acoustic
activity b decreases, while at the stage of a reduction in
activity, it increases. The higher the level of acting stresses
(i.e., the closer the material is to the critical state charac
terized by failure emergence), the stronger is the effect
(variations in b are stronger).
The experiments with a purely uniaxial load (without
uniform compression) reveal the same trend in the
changes of the slope of the frequencymagnitude curve,
although the insufficient data set prevented us from
obtaining the statistically reliable estimates; therefore, we
omit the corresponding plots here.
The decrease in the slope of the frequencymagnitude
curve with time is also known to be observed during the
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preparation of an earthquake [Zhang and Fu, 1981;
Smith, 1981; Main et al., 1989; Meredith et al., 1990;
Zav’yalov, 2006]. This phenomenon is believed to be
related to the gradual redistribution of the process of frac
turing in scales, which develops from lower to higher
scales (the crack instability avalanche model) [Sobolev,
1993]. The increase in b is typical during the relaxation of
the seismic activity in the aftershock sequences. It indi
cates that the relaxation is accompanied by both a
decrease in the seismic activity and the scale redistribu
tion of the failure processes. In [Smirnov and Ponomarev,
2004] it is shown that immediately after the main event
the failure processes are focused mainly on largescale
events, whereas during the relaxation it involves smaller
events, eventually degrading to the uniform redistribu
tion, which is characteristic of the background seismic
activity. The data shown in Fig. 7 indicate that in case of
the swarmlike activation without a pronounced main
event, the excitation and relaxation probably develop in
accordance with the same scenarios.
UNIAXIAL LOAD (SHARP STEP)
Figure 8 displays the history of loading of Sample A42
with excitation by a sharp step. The load curve (Fig. 8a) is
typical for the experiments without uniform compres
sion.
Figure 9a presents the examples illustrating the
changes in the acoustic activity n· for several series.
The changes in n· are similar to the aftershock

sequences; in Fig. 9a, the n· value is approximated in
accordance with the modified Omori’s law:
n· 0
n· = 
.
p
(t + a)

(1)

Figure 9a demonstrates the summary of approxima
tions (1) for all series. It is seen that the time delay of the
beginning of the powerlaw relaxation increases with the
increase in the series number and, correspondingly, with
the increase in the acting stresses (note that the reason for
the anomaly in the 5th series is unknown). The similar
“shelf” at the beginning of the activity decay is known
also for the aftershock sequences [Smirnov and Pono
marev, 2004]. Its nature is not quite clear so far. Some
authors explain it by the refractoriness of the seismic net
work (the overload of the network by too many earth
quakes and, correspondingly, the omission of some of
them). However, physical explanations for the delay in
the beginning of the powerlaw relaxation of the after
shock activity are available [Narteau et al., 2002]. In the
works [Smirnov and Lyusina, 1990; Lyusina and
Smirnov, 1993; Marsan and Bean, 2003], it is noted that
the initial stage of aftershocks, occurring within a few
days after the main event, differs from the subsequent one
not only in the anomalously slow extinction of the activ
ity but also in the patterns of the temporal and spatial–
temporal clustering of the events.
Figure 10 illustrates the variations in the parameters a
and p of the modified Omori’s law (1), depending on the
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acting stresses. It is seen that the both parameters
increase with the increasing stresses.
Figure 10 presents also the number of the acoustic
events in each series. At the prepeak stage of load, the
dependence of the number of events on the stresses is
close to the exponential one, which is consistent with the
kinetic concept of the failure. At the postpeak stage,
when the growth in strains is accompanied by the
decrease in stresses (Fig. 8), the acoustic activity contin
ues increasing (the corresponding points in Fig. 10 lie
above the straight line). In terms of the kinetic concept,
this can be explained either by the growth in the
IZVESTIYA, PHYSICS OF THE SOLID EARTH
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Zhurkov’s structurally–sensitive parameter at the post
peak stage, due to the sharp increase in the fracturing of
the medium or by the decrease in the effective section of
the specimen caused by the same reason and, corre
spondingly, the increase in the local stresses.
Thus, the initiation by the sharp step results in the
excitation of the aftershocklike acoustic activity. The
magnitude of the activity and the parameters of the
Omori’s law depend on the intensity of the stresses acting
during the initiation. The higher the acting strains, the
later the powerlaw relaxation typical of aftershocks
begins.
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LARGESCALE LABORATORY MODELING
The laboratory experiments on the initiation of failure
were carried out on another scale as well. These works
were conducted using the highpressure press in the
Institute of Physics of High Pressures (Russian Academy
of Sciences) in 1993. The parameters of the acoustic
emission were studied during the stepped load of a large
block of shell limestone. The sample LL1 was essentially
heterogeneous with cavities up to 1 cm across and frac
tures up to a few centimeters long.
The block was loaded along the long face by the uniax
ial stress. Each loading series lasted 1 h and included two
periods of equal duration: loading at a constant rate, and
retention at the reached level of load. During the periods of
loading, the pressure increased by 2 MPa on average and
the average rate of the deformation during these periods
was 3 × 10–5 1/s. Unlike in the experiments with small
specimen, the block was deformed under the steady stress
conditions at the retention stages.
Four through holes 13 mm in diameter were drilled in
the central part of the block, along the line oriented at an
angle of 30° relative to the vertical axis. These holes served
as the concentrators of stresses, providing the area of the

100
1

10
100
Duration, s

1000

Fig. 9. Acoustic activity in experiment A42: (a) examples of
initial data (points) and approximation by the Omori’s law
n· 0
n· = 
 under different acting strains: (1) 31.4 MPa,
p
(t + a)
(2) 34.4 MPa, (3) 41.2 MPa, (b) summarized Omori’s law
approximations for all series: (1) 27.5 MPa, (2) 27.9 MPa,
(3) 31.4 MPa, (4) 34.4 MPa, (5) 36.8 MPa, (6) 39.7 MPa,
(7) 41.8 MPa, (8) 43.4 MPa, (9) 43.9 MPa, (10) 43.2 MPa,
(11) 41.2 MPa.

internal fracturing developing into the shear macrofrac
ture. The pressure that triggered the failure of the block
was 20.4 MPa. However, beginning from as low as
12 MPa, the total deformation increased even under a
constant strain, which is indicative of the transition to the
nonlinear dependence between the stress and the defor
mation; the accumulation of the residual strains; and the
approaching to the mechanical instability.
Based on the previous analysis of data (local tensom
etry, location of strong acoustic signals, variations in the
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THE MAIN RESULTS
OF LABORATORY MODELING
The performed experiments showed that the stepped
initiation may induce the transient processes qualitatively
similar to natural events, such as seismic swarms and
aftershocks. Smooth steps (in our experiments those with
rates of the strain increasing up to 10–6–10–5 1/s) induce
the swarmlike acoustic activity. Sharp steps (in our
experiments those with rates of the strain increasing at
least at 10–3 1/s) result in the seismicity pattern similar to
aftershocks. The character and the parameters of the
acoustic activity, which reflect the intensity of fracturing,
change regularly with the enhancement of the acting
stresses and, correspondingly, with the approach of the
state of the specimen to the critical one.
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velocities and amplitudes of elastic waves in ultrasonic
sounding, electrometry, visual observation of the block
through the window in the press chamber), it was inferred
that the fracturing in the central part of the block began
already after the 8th loading series, under a pressure of
approximately 16 MPa, when the sheartype macrofrac
tures that connected the holes–concentrators began to
develop [Sobolev et al., 1996].
The final stage of the experiment (18–20 MPa) was
accompanied by the formation of numerous fractures
near the edges, at the corners, and at the side faces of the
block. Taking this consideration, we confined ourselves
to the analysis of the acoustic activity within the loading
range to 16 MPa, when the failure was to a lesser extent
accompanied by local and marginal effects and the
flushing.
The acoustic emission signals were measured by two
independent multichannel data acquisition systems. In
total, 20 400 acoustic signals were detected. The relatively
small amount of detected events is explained by the high
threshold of the signal discrimination, due to the acoustic
and electric noises.
The acoustic activity decreased during the first four
series and then increased up to the end of the experiment
(Fig. 11a), which is typical, as was mentioned, in the
experiments with uniaxial loading without uniform com
pression.
Figure 11b presents the normalized curves of the
acoustic activity observed under different acting stresses.
It is seen that with increasing pressure the peak activity
shifts toward the end of the load period and even
advances into the interval of the constant load.
The composite plots of the delay of the maximum
acoustic activity based on the observation data obtained
by both systems are shown in Fig. 11c. This figure dis
plays also the number of acoustic events observed under
different acting stresses. It follows from the figure that the
dependences of these parameters are similar to their
counterparts in the previous experiments with small
specimen (Figs. 3, 6). Thus, the revealed regularities per
sist and even the scale of the experiment (the size of the
specimen) changes more than by an order of magnitude.
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In case of the swarmlike activity, the beginning of
relaxation (the beginning of the decay in the activity)
occurs later, the higher the acting stresses are. Here under
relatively low stresses, the acoustic activity begins to
2

decay already at the stage of growth of the initiating step.
This indicates that the initiated activity reflects some self
driving (selfexciting) process, whose parameters are
determined by the acting stresses, and the step only trig
gers this process.
The number of the initiated acoustic events (or the
average acoustic activity) exponentially depends on the
acting stresses, which is consistent with the kinetic con
cept of failure (an alternative powerlaw dependence of
the activity on stresses does not agree with the empirical
data, which is caused probably by the stepped loading
scenario).
Temporal variations in the slope of the frequency
magnitude curves b (at least at the final stages of the
experiments, when the acting stresses exceed 60% of the
failure threshold) reflect the stages of the growth (excita
tion) and decay (relaxation) in the acoustic activity: at the
growth stage, b decreases, and at the decay stage, it
increases. Such variations are qualitatively similar to the
changes in the slope of the frequencymagnitude curves
at the “excitation” (earthquake preparation) and relax
ation (aftershocks) stages of the seismic activity.
In case of aftershock activity, the parameters of the
modified Omori’s law change with the increase of acting
2 The

experiments on the stepped load of pyrophyllite, greisens,
and hard coal samples [Kol’tsov et al., 1984] yielded results,
which should be interpreted in terms of the present studies as an
increase in the delay of the maximum acoustic activity with
increasing acting stresses.
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stresses. The delay of the beginning of the typical power
law decay in the activity increases with an increasing load
(similar to the increase of the time interval before the
beginning of the decay in the swarmlike activity).
In both cases of the swarmlike and aftershock activ
ity, the slope of the frequencymagnitude curves average
over the series increases with the increase in the acting
stresses and the development of the specimen failure.

NATURAL EXPERIMENT
Description of the experiment. In this work, we used the
data of the natural experiment conducted in Soultzsous
Forêts in 1993. The experiment consisted of injecting
water into the borehole 3km deep, which induced the
local seismicity registered by a special network of sta
tions. The detailed description of the experiment and
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measured data are presented in [Cornet et al., 1997;
Evans et al., 2005a; 2005b; Evans 2005; Gerard et al.,
2006].
The experiment was conducted in the geothermal
area composed of dry hot rocks (HDR). Such areas are of
commercial interest in view of obtaining geothermal
energy by pumping water through deep hightempera
ture layers. The natural permeability of the rocks is insuf
ficient for reaching a commercial output; therefore, it is
used to resort to artificial stimulation when large volumes
of fluid are pumped into rocks at highinjection rates.
The purpose of this procedure is to increase the pore
pressure and to stimulate the failure and dilatancy of nat
ural fractures with the formation of a network of perme
able ruptures.
SoultzsousForêts is a test site for the study of hot dry
rocks (the European Union’s HDT test site). It is located
close to the central part of the Upper Rheine Graben,
50 km from Strasbourg. The foundation, divided into
blocks, is composed of Hercynian granitoids and rests at
a depth of 1400 m, being overlain by the Permian and
Hercynian sediments.
In 1992, the previously drilled 2kmdeep Borehole
GPK1 was penetrated to a depth of 3600 m. The closely
spaced (approximately 800 m away) Borehole EPS1
2227m deep yielded detailed information on the
mode of the strainstress state and natural fracturing
of the massif.
The direction of the axis of maximal jacking strains
estimated directly in the borehole by the method of the
thermal initiation of failure is 170°NE ± 15°. This value
substantially differs from the NW–SE orientation of the
axis of the regional stress field, derived from the data
about the focal mechanisms of regional earthquakes. The
analysis of focal mechanisms of induced seismicity
(caused by water injection) implies the presence of both
strikeslip and normal slip movements. From this one
can infer that the vertical and horizontal compressions
are of similar intensity. There are also estimates of the ver
tical variations in the absolute stresses acting near the
borehole.
The casing shoe of Borehole GPK1 is located at a
depth of 2850 m; and the remaining 750 m of this well are
an open hole 6.25 feet (15.88 mm) in diameter. The bore
hole penetrates the granite crystalline basement at a
depth of approximately 1400 m. The temperature at the
bottomhole is 160°C. Detailed logging measurements in
the borehole by different methods (ultrasonic, electric,
and others), which yielded explicit information on the
strain dynamics and fracturing of the walls of the bore
hole, were carried out prior, during, and after water injec
tion. Preliminary hydraulic testing under low water pres
sures revealed that the rock permeability is small every
where near the borehole except for the zone of fracturing,
which crosses the hole at a depth of 3490 m. During the
experiment discussed here, the well was filled with sand
within the depth interval of 3400–3600 m, in order to
exclude the intense water discharge through the weak
ened fractured zone.
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Water injection was executed in several stages: in
August, September, and October, 1993. At the first stage,
the volume of injected water was small, and this stage rep
resents no value for this work. Hydraulic rupturing
occurred at the last stage (October, 1993); this stage is
also omitted from consideration. The largest volume of
water (25000 m3) was injected into the hole at the second
stage (September, 1993). Water was injected stepwise
during 17 days, with the fixed injection rate ranging from
0.15 to 36 l/s. Daily well log measurements of the water
pumping rate and its temperatures were carried out . Fig
ure 12 presents the plots of water injection and the excess
pressure in the hole over the surrounding rock pressure
(differential pressure). According to [Evans et al., 2005a;
2005b], the latter exhibits no substantial vertical varia
tions within the open part of the well. The rock pressure
at a depth of 2805 m was 28.4 MPa.
Microseismic events during the experiment of 1993
were registered by three fourcomponent accelerometers
installed within three abandoned oil wells and by the
hydrophone deployed in Borehole EPS1. The aperture of
the network was 2 km (the observation wells are located at
distances of 0.5 to 1.54 km from Borehole GPK1). The
frequency band of the equipment is from 10 to 2500 Hz,
and the sampling frequency is 5 kHz. The initial errors of
the location of the hypocenter are 20 m in the vertical and
50 m in the horizontal directions. For increasing the res
olution, special algorithms were applied. The algorithms
are based on the complex of data for groups of events with
similar wave characteristics (multiplets). This allowed the
location error to be reduced by an order of magnitude.
There are intervals of data loss due to the damage of the
magnetic tape at the injection “steps,” corresponding to
pumping water at 12 and 24 l/s.
The seismic catalogue contains information about the
time, the coordinates, and the moment magnitudes of
microearthquakes. In addition, estimates of the relaxed
stresses and the focal size (radius) for all these events
derived from the spectral analysis of the waveforms are
also available.
In the work [Evans et al., 2005a], the authors report
on the general characteristics of seismicity and the struc
ture of the fracturing caused by water injection. The main
results of their studies are given below.
(1) A cloud of microearthquakes 0.5 km wide, 1.2 km
long, and 1.5 km thick is oriented at 225° NW. One of the
most significant structures of the cloud extends down
ward by 350 m from the water injection point. This struc
ture appeared at the initial stage of injection and likely
reflects the main channel of the water drainage from the
injection area. This structure is formed by nearvertical
strikeslip fractures oriented in the NNW–SSE direction
and forming a fault zone 10–20 m wide. This structure
probably existed at that place even before the experiment,
and its permeability increased due to water injection.
(2) Regular logging measurements during the experi
ment revealed six zones of enhanced permeability,
located at different depths in the open part of the hole.
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(3) The main structure of the seismicity has a tube
like shape rather than planar. The authors [Evans et al.,
2005a] believe that this is explained by the error of loca
tion and by the specific method used for its reduction for
multiplets. This technique forces the events to migrate
toward the “center of masses,” which is characterized by
the tubular shape.
(4) The analysis of the field of stress indicates that the
pore pressure up to a depth of 2900 m (the uppermost
part of the open hole) exceeds the minimal horizontal
compression beginning from the water injection rate of
18 l/s. For deeper layers, the pore pressure is lower com
pared to the value of minimal compression. This pecu
liarity is reflected in the structure of seismicity (and, cor
respondingly, in the pattern of fracturing). Above 2900 m,
the cloud of seismicity extends in the S–N direction,
which corresponds to the direction of the axis of stresses;
i.e., the structure of the failure is controlled by the jacking
stress. Below 2900 m, the seismicity strikes NNS and
corresponds to the orientation of the strikeslip fractures
that existed prior to the experiment. In this case, the
structure of the failure is controlled by the properties of
the medium.
(5) The seismicity and, correspondingly, the process
of fracturing migrate with time downwards, which can
not be explained by purely hydrostatic factors, since the
pore pressure is lower as compared with the minimal
compressing stress. Based on the previous models sug
gested for the swarms of volcanic earthquakes [Hill,
1977], the authors [Evans et al., 2005a] explain this phe
nomenon by the dynamics of the seismicity itself: the
dilatancyrelated opening of the strikeslip ruptures,

their influence on the neighboring fractures, and, thus,
the formation of the vertical channel. In fact, here, we are
dealing with the distribution of a certain wave of relax
ation oscillations similar to the “domino effect,” self
oscillations in the active media, or the waves of seismicity.
It should be noted that such phenomena (the gradual
growth of the region of fracturing from the nucleation to
the “fault” propagation through the entire specimen) was
observed also in the experiments on the rocks’ failure
without fluid injection (an example of such an experi
ment is given below).
Summarizing this brief review, let us note the items
important for the present work.
Prior to the experiment, the geological medium in the
region of the borehole was characterized by a grown sys
tem of differentscale defects. Water injection stimulated
the development of this system due to the fracturing of its
elements. Thus, water injection does not form a new sys
tem of fracturing but acts as an external factor, which trig
gers the evolution of the existing complex system of het
erogeneities (defects) in the geological medium.
The dynamics of the failure caused by water pumping
cannot be explained simply by the dynamics of the fluid.
The dynamics of the seismicity is characterized by the
internal kinetics related to the processes of deformation
and fracturing of the medium, which are only initiated,
and not completely determined by water injection
(below, we turn back to the detailed discussion of this
important question).
All these features allow the experiment in Soultz
sousForêts to be considered, to a certain extent, as a
model for the transient mode induced (although not con
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trolled) by the external impact. In this regard, the results
of the natural experiment can be compared with the
results of laboratory experiments on the transient modes
modeling by excitation of the failure by relatively weak
strain impacts. Such a comparison seems to be of critical
importance; and it is useful for exploring the possibility
for the applicability of the experimental results in study
ing the regularities and the nature of the process of failure
in natural conditions.
Water injection and pressure. Figure 12 illustrates
the initial data: the changes in the water injection rate
Q, the differential pressure P (excess pressure in the
open part of the hole over the surrounding rock pres
sure), the number of seismic events per hour, and total
seismic moment per hour (release velocity of the seis
mic moment). The seismic catalogue was selected
according to magnitudes and its representativeness;
the seismic moment (H m) was calculated from the
magnitude: log M 0 = 1.5Mw + 9.1.
Let us term the data corresponding to the water injec
tion “steps” as series (by analogy with the laboratory
experiments). The series numbers and the water injection
rates are indicated in Fig. 12. No seismic events have
been observed for the first three series; therefore, they are
omitted from further discussion.
Figure 13 presents the scatter plot of the water injec
tion rate and pressure. Beginning from Q = 18 l/s (8th
series in Fig. 12), the pressure barely increases with the
increasing rate of water injection. The authors of the work
[Evans et al., 2005a] explain this phenomenon by the
increased permeability of the rock due to the develop
ment of the failure: it should be noted that according to
IZVESTIYA, PHYSICS OF THE SOLID EARTH
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the estimates in [Evans et al., 2005a], precisely at Q =
18 l/s, the pore pressure becomes equal to the minimal
compressing stress in the upper part of the open hole seg
ment.
As follows from Fig. 13, at Q ≤ 18 l/s, the dependence
of P and Q approaches the linear one in semilogarithmic
coordinates. This means that in this interval Q ~ eβP. If the
permeability is assumed to be proportional to the fractur
ing of the rock material, such an exponential dependence
is consistent with the notions of the kinetic concept of
failure. Indeed, according to Zhurkov’s formula, the
probability of failure (the quantity reciprocal to durabil
ity) is proportional to eγσ. Additional stresses σ induced
by the water pressure should naturally be considered as
being proportional to P: σ = αP. The fracturing is evi
dently proportional to the probability of failure; it means
that this quantity, as well as the permeability Q will be
proportional to eγαP, which is illustrated in Fig. 13.
Representativeness of the catalogue. The approach to
the assessment of the representative magnitudes is based
on the concept of the powerlaw energy distribution of an
earthquake; in this case, the frequencymagnitude rela
tion is linear. If some earthquakes are missed, the points
for corresponding classes will lie below the straight line,
which determines the known phenomenon of the
“bend” of the frequencymagnitude relation in case of
small classes. Consequently, the search for the statisti
cally representative class reduces to the solution of the
problem of the observed energy distribution of earth
quakes, obeying the powerlaw distribution. In such a
statement, the statistical problem was formulated and
solved in [Pisarenko; 1989; Sadovskii and Pisarenko,
1991]. Unlike many preceding studies in this field, in his
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work Pisarenko suggested a rigorous statistical solution to
the problem, which allows the entire procedure of the
analysis to be automatized by specifying only the level of
confidence for testing the hypotheses. This technique
was implemented in computer programs, and the corre
sponding mathematical tools make it possible to study
the temporal and spatial variations in the representative
magnitudes from the catalogues [Smirnov, 1997a; 2004;
Smirnov and Gabsatarova, 2003].
The analysis of temporal variations in the representa
tive magnitudes revealed that the threshold for the data
selection should be taken as M = –1.6. The analysis of the
spatial distribution of the representative magnitude
shows that this value is representative within the main
spot of seismicity.
Figure 14 presents the plots of the frequencymagni
tude relation calculated separately for all the series. It is
seen that the above estimate of the representative magni
tude is valid for all the series. The frequencymagnitude
plots are close to linear; only the plot constructed for the
10th series is anomalous, reflecting the anomalous energy
release on September 13, which is clearly seen in Fig. 12.
Dynamics of seismic activity. Variations in seismic
activity (the number of earthquakes per time unit) are
depicted in Fig. 15a. In addition to the expected increase
in activity at the transition to higher rates of water injec
tion, the delay of the maximum activity relative to the
beginning of water injection into the hole is apparent in
the figure. It is also clearly seen that the higher the num
ber of the series, the longer is the delay: the peak activity
shift to the right along the time axis.
The duration of the period of increased rate of water
injection did not exceed one hour. The delay of the seis
mic response is substantially longer and, consequently,
cannot be explained by this factor. The delay exceeds also
the characteristic time of pressure stabilization deter
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Fig. 15. Seismic activity in the natural experiment: (a) seismic
activity for different series based on data from the entire cata
logue. Solid dots indicate the maxima in seismic activity for
each series; (b) delays in the seismic response for different
variants of selection: (1) without selection, (2) one sphere for
all series with the radius of 150 m and the center in the central
part of the cloud of seismicity, (3) a separate sphere for each
series with the radius 150 m and the center in the central part
of the cloud of seismicity of the corresponding series, (4) a
separate sphere for each series with the radius equal to the
gyration radius and the center in the central part of the cloud
of seismicity of the corresponding series.

mined apparently by penetration of the fluid into new
regions in rocks (at the transition to higher injection
rates). These facts indicate that water movement (diffu
sion) cannot be considered as a sole mechanism respon
sible for the delay of the seismic response.
The size of the region of induced seismic activity
increases from series to series [Evans et al., 2005b; Evans,
2005]. To study the possibility for the influence of the
increased seismically active area on the delay of the seis
mic response, we compared the variations in seismic
activity in different samples of the spatial distribution of
earthquakes. The idea of this procedure is to compare the
delays of seismic responses in areas of fixed and increas
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ing sizes. This allows eliminating the possible artificial
dependence of the delay in the response on the size of the
area under study. If the delay is caused only by the succes
sive increase in the size of the analyzed area in different
series, it should be expected that the delay would remain
unchanged in areas with fixed sizes similar for all the
series and in areas smaller than the seismogenic region.
As an estimate of the effective radius of the seismically
active area the socalled radius of gyration was used. The
gyration radius is the rootmeansquare of the remote
ness of the events, which are the elements of some set (in
the considered case, events of a certain series) from the
center of the set. The gyration radius can be understood
as the estimate of the variance in the approximation of
the cloud of events by the Gaussian curve. The following
samples of data selection for different series were consid
ered: for all the series, a sphere with a radius of 150 m and
the center in the barycenter of the cloud of seismicity (the
barycenter is a point, whose coordinates are the average
coordinates of the hypocenters of the earthquake); for
each series, its own particular sphere with a radius of
150 m and the center in the barycenter of the corre
sponding series; and for each series, its own particular
sphere with the radius equal to the radius of gyration and
with the center in the barycenter of the corresponding
series. The obtained results are presented in Fig. 15b as
the dependences of the delays of peak seismic responses
on the series number. The figure displays also the data
obtained without spatial selection, which are shown in
Fig. 15a. It is seen that regardless of the selection tech
nique, the delay increases with the series number, and the
delays corresponding to different selections are close to
each other. This allows eliminating the increase in the
size of the analyzed area as an artificial factor, responsible
for the delay of the seismic response. At the same time,
the physical dependence of the delay on the size of the
“excited” (seismically active) region of the medium still
remains possible.
The analysis of the temporal variations in the gyration
radius for each series showed that the extension of the
seismically active area begins not immediately upon but
15–20 hours after the jump in the rate of water injection.
Within this period the gyration radius remains nearly the
same, and the considered peak seismic responses fall (the
delays do not exceed 16 hours) precisely in this interval.
This confirms the inference about no artificial links
between the delay and the increase in the size of the ana
lyzed area.
The following scenario of selection was applied in the
eventual calculations: for each series, its own sphere was
taken with the center in the central part of the cloud of
the series and the radius equal to the radius of gyration.
Figure 16 depicts the seismic activity for each series. In
Fig. 17, the delay of peak activity is given as a function of
the pressure of the injected water. The abscissa axis indi
cates the values of pressure for the preceding series, i.e.,
the pressure under which the seismic activity was excited
by water injection. The growth of the delay with increas
ing pressure (i.e., with the enhancement of acting
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stresses) clearly seen in Fig. 17 is similar to the one
observed in the laboratory experiments. It should be
noted that when the pressure exceeds the value of the
minimal tectonic compression in the upper part of the
open borehole segment (let us recall that the pressure
reaches this value at the step of the 8th series under Q =
18 l/s, Fig. 12), the delay in the seismic response remains
practically the same (last three points in Fig. 17).
To obtain information about the pattern and prob
able dynamics of the failure process, we have esti
mated the parameters of the seismic activity for each
series. We estimated the slope of the curves of the fre
quencymagnitude relation, b, the fractal dimension
ality of the hypocenters d, and their combination q =
αb – d – d, where α is a coefficient relating the energy
and the geometrical parameter of the seismic source
(its magnitude and size: M = α log l + const). These
statistical values can be used for the estimation of the
physical parameters of the rock fracturing based on the
seismological data, and, in particular, for estimating
the duration of the failure cycle, i.e., the average
recurrence period of earthquakes within the region
equal to their focal size l [Smirnov, 2003; Smirnov and
Ponomarev, 2004]. The parameter q describes the
dependence of the duration of the failure cycle τ on l:
τ = τ0(l/l0)q. When q = 0, the failure exhibits uniform
scale distribution: the probability for the failure of the
defect (heterogeneity of rock) does not depend on its
size, and the Guttenberg–Richter law is determined
only by the distribution of defects in sizes. Such a situ
ation is typical for the background seismicity
[Smirnov, 2003]. When q < 0, fracturing is more
intense at higher scales. Such a situation is typically
observed at the initial stage of aftershock sequences; q
in the aftershock sequences gradually increases with
time, returning eventually to its background value
[Smirnov and Ponomarev, 2004]. This implies that the
relaxation of the aftershock follows the scenario of the
socalled direct cascade of instability, when the inten
sity of the corresponding process (the failure in our
case) is redistributed from higher to lower scales. The
inverse cascade is the gradual transition of the failure
from lower to higher scales; the reduction of q from
positive values to zero corresponds to the inverse cas
cade. Such a situation was observed during the prepa
ration of some earthquakes [Ponomarev et al., 199]. It
corresponds to the scenario of the fractures develop
ment due to their interaction and, accordingly, the
gradual transition of the failure to higher scales, which
is reflected in the concept of the instability of the ava
lanche crack.
Figure 17 displays the estimates of b, d, and q (in the
calculations of the latter parameter it was taken that α = 2,
according to the type of the magnitude used in the cata
logue). The value of b was estimated using the method of
maximum likelihood and the d value, using the method
of the correlation integral. The decrease in b indicates the
enlargement of the seismic events at the transition to the
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Fig. 16. Water injection and seismic activity in the natural experiment: (a) variations in the water injection rates (open symbols) and dif
ferential pressure (solid symbols) for different series. Numbers of curves correspond to the series numbers; (b) variations in the seismic
activity for different series based on selected data (series numbers are indicated near the curves). Solid dots indicate the maxima in seis
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higher series. The anomalously high (for the regular
background seismicity) value of b ≈ 1.4, observed in the
last series indicates that the process of the formation of
the seismogenic structure, typical for the background
seismicity of tectonically active regions, has not been
completed in the conducted experiment. The faint
increase in d from 2.4 to nearly 3 (uniform distribution of
the hypocenters in the volume) is probably explained by
the presence of a flat weakened zone in the upper part of

the open borehole segment at the initial stage of the
experiment, and the subsequent expanding of seismicity
from this structure into the larger volumes of rocks. Vari
ations in q correspond to the scenario of the transition
from lower to higher levels. The plots of the frequency
magnitude relations (Fig. 14) confirm this inference.
This figure shows that the lower series are lacking in rela
tively strong events, which appear gradually in the higher
series. Such a situation is observed in the experiment
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to estimate the size of the heterogeneity and the duration
of its “activity” from the multiplets. Let us take the gyra
tion radius of the cloud of events constituting the multip
let as a measure of heterogeneity. The gyration diameter
Dg = 2Rg defines the area that includes (in case of the
Gaussian distribution) approximately 66% of events, and
the doubled giration diameter, 96% of events. Let us take
the latter value as an estimate for the size of the heteroge
neity: La = 2Dg = 4Rg.
Figure 19a presents the estimates of La calculated for
each multiplet and those averaged over the multiplets of
the same rank. Also, the values are shown of Lm equal to
the doubled distance from the barycenter of the cloud of
b
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16

2.0

14

1.9

12
Activity, 1/h

[Smirnov et al., 1995; Ponomarev et al., 1997; Tomilin,
1997] with the gradual formation of the macroscopic
zone of failure and is interpreted in terms of the concept
of fracture enlargement resulting from their interaction
(crack instability avalanche scenario).
Figure 17 depicts the entire number of earthquakes in
each series. Similar to the laboratory experiments, the
dependence of the number of events on pressure is well
approximated by the exponent.
Figure 18 presents the temporal variations in the slope
of the frequencymagnitude plots (b) for the last three
(9–11) series; for the earlier series, the statistics of events
is insufficient for the study of temporal variations in b. A
similar pattern of variations in b is observed, which allows
averaging the data over different series, for a higher reli
ability of the results. It is apparent in the figure that the
stages of higher seismic activity correspond to a lower b,
and lower activity, to a slightly increased b. The statistical
reliability of the observed changes in b is not high; how
ever, the revealed trend implies that excitation is imple
mented through the transition of fracturing from lower to
higher levels (inverse cascade, crack instability avalanche
scenario); and relaxation, through the transition of frac
turing from higher to lower levels (direct cascade, sce
nario of aftershocks). Laboratory experiments yielded
similar results (Fig. 7).
Multiplets. Bourouis and Bernard [2007] defined and
analyzed the groups of earthquakes called multiplets.
Each multiplet comprises events with repeated (practi
cally similar in shapes) seismograms (the coefficient of
correlation of the seismograms exceeds 0.9). It was men
tioned above that the analysis of the seismograms of all
events in the multiplet as a whole made it possible to
increase significantly the accuracy of their location.
The authors of the cited work interpret each multiplet
as the repeated acts of fracturing of the same heterogene
ity, or asperity (in the authors’ terminology; further, we
use the term “heterogeneity”). The presented multiplets
contain from two to 75 events. The focal spectra of the
events of each multiplet are similar in shape but different
in amplitudes; correspondingly, the events of the multip
let have different magnitudes. The temporal distribution
of the events within the multiplet obeys Omori’s law (at
least at the initial stage), which confirms the idea of the
implementation of the failure of the “excited” heteroge
neity in the multiplet events.
The catalogue of multiplets contains information
about 4825 events that form multiplets each consisting of
2 to 75 events (let us designate the number of events con
stituting the multiplet as its rank) and 4334 singlets (the
events that do not enter into any multiplet). The rank dis
tribution (rank 1 corresponds to singlets) of the lowrank
multiplets (approximately lower than 15) is governed by
the power law. The number of multiplets of ranks higher
than 15 is insignificant (one–two) and is rank indepen
dent.
If each multiplet is considered as a manifestation of
the process of the heterogeneity fracturing, it is possible
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the same rank. The figure shows also the durations of
the multiplets estimated as the difference between the
times of the first and the last events of the multiplet
(which are in turn also averaged over the multiplets of
the same rank). It is seen that the values of Tm and Ta
agree with each other, although the Tm estimates seem
to be preferable as being statistically more stable.
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It follows from Fig. 19 that the scatter in the estimates
of La and Ta within the group of multiplets of the same
rank is noticeably larger compared to the difference of
the average values for the ranks. Hence, it seems reason
able to consider the general statistics of the heterogene
ities without their subdivision in the ranks of multiplets.

20
10

Figure 19 shows that in that area of the multiplet
ranks, where their distribution obeyed the powerlaw
(below the 15th rank), the average size La and the average
duration Ta of the multiplet increase with its rank, while
these parameters of the higher rank multiplets remain
approximately the same. It is difficult to say whether this
regularity has a physical sense, or results from the proce
dure of determination of the multiplet and grouping of
the data, that is, artificial dividing of the heterogeneities
into classes based on the amount of the events related to
the given multiplet (i.e., grouping according to the rank
of the multiplet).

10
Rank of multiplet

100

Fig. 19. Dependence of the size of heterogeneity (a) and the
duration of its activity (b) on the rank of multiplet: (1) La and
Ta estimates, vertical lines indicate the scatter of estimates in
the group of similarrank multiplets, (2) smoothing of La and
Ta estimates, (3) Lm and Tm estimates.

multiplet events to the remotest event of this multiplet. It
is seen that the estimates of La are close to the “maximal
diameter” of the cloud Lm. However, we consider the La
estimates as being preferable because they are statistically
more stable compared to the estimates of the “maximal
diameter”: the latter are based in fact on a single point
determinations (the event located at the maximal dis
tance from the barycenter), while La is estimated from
the entire set of data.
By analogy with the size of heterogeneity, let us
estimate the duration of its “activity” using the stan
dard deviation (square root of the variance) of times Tg
of the events from the given multiplet. The duration of
the interval Ta, corresponding to the duration of the
activity of the given heterogeneity can be expressed in
terms of Tg. In case of the Poisson process, the times of
the events are uniformly distributed within the interval
T; the variance of this distribution is T 2/12, and the stan
dard deviation, correspondingly, T/2 3. Thus, the
duration Ta is estimated as 2 Ta = 2 3T g . Figure 19b
presents the estimates of Ta calculated for each mul
tiplet, and the values averaged over the multiplets of

Figure 20 illustrates the distribution of heterogene
ities in sizes regardless of the ranks of their multiplets.
For comparison, also the magnitude distribution of all
the registered microearthquakes (singlets included) is
presented. In the abscissa axis, the scale of magnitudes
is combined with the scale of the heterogeneity sizes
according to the relation Mw = 2 log L a – 1.92
[Smirnov, 2003]. This relation agrees well with both the
magnitude and energy estimates of the focal sizes of
earthquake [Earthquakes …, 2006; NMSOP …, 2002].
The size distribution of the heterogeneities is simi
lar, with the typical distributions of lithospheric heter
ogeneities of different scales: faults, crustal blocks,
lithospheric plates, and others [Sadovskii et al., 1987;
Cladouhos and Marrett, 1996; Nicol et al., 1996;
Watterson et al., 1996; Yielding et al., 1996; Smirnov
and Feofilaktov, 2000a; 2000b; Bird, 2003; Sornette
and Pisarenko, 2003; Goto and Otsuki, 2004; Golitsyn,
2008]. The powerlaw approximation of the descending
branch of the distribution log N = – d log L a + const,
based on the concept of structural selfsimilarity of the
lithospheric heterogeneity, yields the estimation of the
selfsimilarity index as da = 1.6. This value, rendered into
the seismological “units” via a formal transition from La
to Mw, provides the slope of the “frequencymagnitude”
plot with respect to asperity ba = 0.8. This value is close to
the typical “global average” (0.9) of the Guttenberg–
Richter parameter, although substantially lower than the
slope of the frequencymagnitude curve for the seismicity
induced by water injection that changes from 2.5 at the
beginning to 1.4 at the end of the experiment.
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The interrelation between the indices of energy self
similarity of the seismicity and geometric selfsimilarity
of lithospheric heterogeneities is the subject of long dis
cussion [Aki, 1981; King, 1983; Grigoryan, 1988;
Turkott, 1992; Smirnov, 1997b; Bak et al., 2002; Coral,
2005]. The known relation b = d/α may be considered as
the result of a certain consistency between the structure
of the failure and the structure of the heterogeneities in
the medium, when the energy distribution of earthquakes
is entirely determined by the size distribution of the het
erogeneities and by the correlation between the energy of
the earthquake with the size of the fracturing heterogene
ity. In this case, the probability of the failure of different
size heterogeneities proves to be constant. Such a situa
tion is typical for the background seismic activity, but is
sharply violated in transient modes [Smirnov, 2003;
Smirnov and Ponomarev, 2004]. If we take the above
derived estimate da as the estimate of the index of self
similarity for the structure of heterogeneities in the region
of the experiment, the relation b = d/α, in our case, also
becomes disturbed: even the minimal value b = 1.4
reached at the end of the experiment is too high as com
pared with d/α = 0.8 (α in our case is 2). This suggests a
“deficiency” of strong seismic events.
The laboratory studies show that the increased values
of b and, correspondingly, the “deficiency” of strong
events are typical of the initial stage of the formation of
the failure zone [Zhurkov et al., 1977; Kuksenko, 1986;
Main et al.,1989; Smirnov et al., 1995; Ponomarev et al.,
1997; Tomiilin, 1997; Scholz, 2002]. The subsequent
gradual enlargement of the fractures due to their interac
tion (when the stress fields overlap near the tips of the
fractures) and their fusion is accompanied by the transi
tion of failure from lower to higher scales, the appearance
of successively stronger events, and the decrease in the
slopes of the frequencymagnitude curves. In the consid
ered natural experiment we observed the same situation:
the slope of the frequencymagnitude plot decreases with
the development of failure initiated by water injection,
although it remains below the level corresponding to the
structure of the heterogeneity of the medium heteroge
neity (in our case, da/2). This can be interpreted as an
indication of the fact that the structure of fracturing had
not matured completely during the experiment: the water
pressure and, probably, the duration of its impact are
likely insufficient for the transformation of the region of
the experiment into the state characteristic of tectonic
regions with welldeveloped background seismicity.
For defining the dynamics of the clustered induced
seismicity, the catalogue of multiplets was subjected to
the same analysis as the initial (complete) catalogue. As
in the case of complete catalogue, the earthquakes were
selected within the spheres with the centers in the bary
center of the cloud of the series and the radius equal to
the gyration radius. The variations in the activity of clus
tered events are similar to the variations in seismic activ
ity as a whole: the delay of the maximum activity relative
to the beginning of water injection into the borehole
increases with the increase in a series number. In Fig. 21,
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the delays and the slopes in the plots of the frequency
magnitude relations obtained from the multiplets are
combined with the results derived from the entire cata
logue (Fig. 17). It is seen that the difference is insignifi
cant and not essential: the main patterns in the depen
dence of the delay and b on the injected water pressure
(and, correspondingly, local stresses) are observed also in
the clustered induced seismicity.
Diffusion. The nature and the mechanisms responsi
ble for the increase in the size of the region of induced
seismicity are of significant importance for the problem
in question. Does failure precede the penetration of water
that fills the fractured areas of the medium; or, on the
contrary, the failure follows the front of water diffusion?
In fact, this is the question concerning the nature of the
kinetics of the extension of the region involved in the
developing fracturing: is this enlargement determined by
the kinetics of the failure itself, or does it simply reflects
the kinetics of water motion? And if both mechanisms
work, how can the contribution of each of these mecha
nisms be estimated?
In the work [Shapiro et al., 1999], the increase in the
size of the region of induced seismicity R with time t in
the experiment under consideration is approximated by
the following “diffusion” dependence
R =

4πDt

(2)

and is explained by water invasion. Similar conclu
sions are also drawn for other experiments on water
injection into boreholes [Shapiro et al., 1997; Audigan
et al., 2002]. Formula (2) corresponds to the equation
of the socalled second type Biot wave for excitation of
the pore pressure of liquid in the lowfrequency
approximation:
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2
∂p
 = D∇ p.
∂t

(3)

In [Shapiro et al., 1999], the approximation (2) is
derived from the dependence of the maximal distance
between the water injection point (the lower, open part of
the borehole) and the hypocenters of induced
microearthquakes on the time lapse after the commence
ment of the experiment. Then, the authors generalize
equation (3) to the case of a medium with anisotropic
permeability, and obtain the estimates for the corre
sponding tensor of diffusion.
The purpose of the work [Shapiro et al., 1999] was to
assess the effective permeability of the fractured area; and
the authors simplified the task in accordance with their
aims. The following issues emphasized in [Shapiro et al.,
1999] are of principal significance for us. The stresses
caused by both the water injection and aseismic displace
ments propagate faster than the front of the diffusion of
the fluid moves (the front of pressure relaxation in (3)).
These stresses cause earthquakes (we mean the triggering
mechanism) in a as yet unfractured area, thus forming
the wave of failure, which runs ahead of the wave of the
pore pressure relaxation. The wave of failure changes the
permeability of the medium, the D value becomes no
longer constant, and equation (3) becomes nonlinear.
The authors [Shapiro et al., 1999] ignored these effects
and thus reduced the failure to a “passive” process, which
reflects simply water movement. Cornet [2000] subjected
this simplification to criticism believing that the latter
changes principally the essence of the problem.

In order to form our own view concerning the pattern
and the nature of the expansion of the zone of fracturing
and its consistency with the diffusion model, we analyzed
the growth of the seismogenic area with time. We used the
catalogue containing only the representative earthquakes
(in [Shapiro et al., 1999], the question of representative
ness remained beyond discussion: probably, no selection
was performed). To characterize the size of the seis
mogenic area, we used the radius of gyration with respect
to the barycenter of the cloud of microearthquakes within
each period of time (instead of the maximum distance of
microearthquakes from the water injection point used in
[Shapiro et al., 1999]). As mentioned above, the radius of
the gyration is a statistically more stable estimate, while
the fixation of the “center of diffusion” in the point of the
hole seems disputable since in the course of the develop
ment of fracturing the liquid may be injected from other
points through the formed channels of enhanced perme
ability (the “center of diffusion” may migrate within the
fractured area).
For the convenience of comparison, let us assume
that the radius of the cloud relative to its barycenter is R =
2Rg. The time dependence of R is shown in Fig. 22a. This
figure presents also the distances between the holes and
the hypocenters of microearthquakes (by analogy with
the work [Shapiro et al., 1999]) and the distances
between the borehole and the barycenters of the clouds of
earthquakes. The figure reproduces also the curve (3)
with D = 0.05 m2/s from [Shapiro et al., 1999]. Figure
22a is similar to Fig. 1 from the latter work, and the diffu
sion approximation of the maximum distances between
the holes and the hypocenters of the microearthquakes
(3) seems at first sight acceptable.
A more detailed notion about the correlation between
the size of the seismogenic zone and time can be obtained
from Figure 22b, where the same data as in Fig. 22a are
presented on a logarithmical scale. It is seen here that at
the beginning of the experiment, within approximately
the first 100 hours, the displacement of the barycenter of
the cloud of seismicity is comparable with its size. This
means that the model with a single point center of diffu
sion used in [Shapiro et al., 1999] is inapplicable within
the period of the first 100 h (which is emphasized in [Cor
net, 2000]). During the period from 100 to 360 h, the dif
fusion approximation (2) is not quite consistent with the
observed data: the slope of the straight line (3) is underes
timated. Thus, the simple “diffusion” explanation to the
enlargement of the seismogenic area proposed in [Sha
piro et al., 1999] can be considered as valid only as a
rough approximation.
Figure 22 presents the powerlaw approximation
for the time dependence of the size of the earthquake
cloud yielded by the formal regression log R in
log t within the period from 100 to 360 h. The expo
nent c in R = Atc proved equal to c = 0.88 ± 0.03, which
significantly exceeds the value 0.5 corresponding to
the pure diffusion in case of the hydrodynamic mech
anism.
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In our opinion, the more rapid growth of the seis
mogenic area is indicative of the other mechanism of the
development of the fractured zone, which acts solely or in
addition to the hydrodynamic one. The kinetics of frac
turing may be such a mechanism. The specific example is
discussed in the works [Evans et al., 2005b; Evans, 2005;
Bourouis and Bernard, 2007]. As was mentioned, these
works note that the water pressure reaches only the min
imum values of compressing tectonic stresses, only in the
uppermost part of the open segment of the borehole, and
only at the final stage of the experiment, which increases
the doubts on the possibility of a purely hydrodynamic
explanation of the development of the failure.
The possibility of the gradual diffusionlike enlarge
ment of the zone involved in fracturing with no participa
tion of liquid at all is confirmed in the laboratory experi
ments. The results obtained in one of such experiments
conducted in the Rock Friction Laboratory (USGS) are
presented below. The data yielded by a series of experi
ments, including the one mentioned above, were analyzed
many times [Lockner et al, 1991, 1992; Reches et al.,
1994; Smirnov et al., 1995; Sobolev and Ponomarev,
1999]; these works provide a detailed description of the
instrumentation and methods used in the experiment (in
the last two works, the experiment under consideration is
designated as AE42).
A dry Westerly granite specimen was subjected to
uniaxial loading under uniform compression. A special
regime of loading under the acoustic emission rate feed
back control made it possible to conduct a detailed study
of the nucleation and development of the failure. The
parameters of loading were controlled during the experi
ment. The special system of sensors mounted on the
specimen allowed locating the sources of the acoustic
events and compiling their catalogue, similar to the cata
logue of earthquakes in natural conditions.
Until a certain stage, while the distances between the
microfractures substantially exceed their sizes, fracturing
is uniformly distributed throughout the specimen. With
the increase in the density of microfractures, the dis
tances between them decrease, and the stress fields con
centrated at the tips of fractures become overlapping,
which leads to the interaction of the fractures. This
results in the grading of the failure into the stage of local
ization: a small area (the “nucleus” of the macroscopic
facture) is formed inside the specimen, where the process
of fracturing is concentrated; the acoustic activity outside
this area sharply decreases. Then, the size of the
“nucleus” area gradually increases: as the failure devel
ops, this area grows forming a narrow zone close to the
plane of maximum Coulomb stresses. The regime of
loading is such that this growth occurs under stresses
nearly constant in time. If the loading continues, this
narrow zone of failure crosses the entire specimen, thus,
forming a macroscopic fault.
Figure 23 illustrates the time dependence of the size of
the failure zone. This dependency is derived from the
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Fig. 22. The size of the cloud of seismicity as a function of
time from the beginning of the experiment on the linear (a)
and logarithmic (b) scales: (1) size of the cloud estimated
from the gyration radius, (2) distance from the borehole to the
center of the cloud, (3) distance from the borehole to hypo
centers of earthquakes (by analogy with [Shapiro et al.,
1999]), (4) diffusion approximation R = 4πDt at D =
0.05 m2/s from [Shapiro et al., 1999], (5) powerlaw approx
imation of the size of the cloud, (6) powerlaw approximation
of the distance between the borehole and the barycenter of the
cloud.

data of the acoustic catalogue (the abovementioned
methods were used). The regression in the form R = Atc +
R0 (the summand R0 is added to allow for the nonzero
initial size of the “nucleus” failure area) yields the follow
ing relation: c = 0.6 ± 0.2, R0 = (23 ± 7) mm. Thus, the
dynamics of the area of the failure are close to the diffu
sion dynamics, although it should be emphasized again
that no liquid was used in the experiment. This example
indicates that the kinetics of the process of failure may
provide the same results as the dynamics (diffusion) of
liquid. Therefore, the question concerning the nature
and mechanisms, responsible for the enlargement of the
seismogenic area of induced seismicity in the Soultz
sousForêts experiment, in our opinion, remains
unsolved.
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Fig. 23. The size of the cloud of seismicity as a function of
time from the commencement of nucleation on the linear (a)
and logarithmic (b) scales: (1) size of the cloud estimated
from the gyration radius, (2) distance between the center of
nucleation and the hypocenters of the acoustic events, (3)
powerlaw approximation of the size of the cloud (the initial
size of the nucleation “embryo” taken into account), (4) axial
stress provided by the press.

MAIN RESULTS OF THE NATURAL
EXPERIMENT
Let us note the results, which are of interest for this
work: water injection induces swarm seismicity; the
stronger the local stresses, the later the relaxation (the
decay of the activity) starts; the time changes in the slope
of the frequencymagnitude curve for induced swarms of
microearthquakes imply that excitation is implemented
through the transition of the failure from the lower to the
higher levels (inverse cascade, the crack instability ava
lanche scenario), and the relaxation, through the transi
tion of the failure from the higher to the lower levels
(direct cascade, scenario of aftershocks). These data
obtained in natural conditions are similar to the results of
laboratory experiments, which support their use for
studying the regularities and the nature of the transient
modes of seismicity.

General (physical) reasoning. The obvious idea to
explain the regularities revealed in the experiments is the
following: the dynamics of the failure induced by the
external impact (i.e., the nature of the transient mode) is
determined through the competition of two processes:
excitation and relaxation.
Excitation (development of the failure) is controlled
by the stability and interaction of fractures, which is
determined primarily by the level of acting stresses, the
structural peculiarities of the medium (concentration of
defects, their geometry) and physicochemical factors
(the amount and properties of the fluid, temperature,
electromagnetic fields, and others). The results yielded
by the experiments indicate that excitation develops in
accordance with the scenario of the inverse cascade: the
failure is transferred from smaller to larger scales, which
is typical of the “ordinary” (without the external impact)
development of seismicity, including the processes of
earthquake preparation. In the last case, the avalanche
development of the failure occurs. It is possible that the
same physics of excitation may result in both avalanche
and nonavalanche development (similar to the explosive
and controlled chain reaction). To date, the factors deter
mining the degree of avalanche excitation remain
unclear. We may only suggest that they are connected
with both the conditions controlling the internal devel
opment of the avalanche and the intensity and character
istic time (rate) of the exciting impact.
The nature of relaxation is less clear. This may be both
the “passive” relaxation of stresses via various dissipative
mechanisms (viscosity, plasticity, friction, and other
creep phenomena) and “active” relaxation via subse
quent events (energy dissipation during the failure of the
material). Both these mechanisms may act simulta
neously.
The intensity of excitation nonlinearly depends on
stresses (or other governing parameters); both exponen
tial and powerlaw dependences are known. Under rela
tively low stresses, the excitation is weak; therefore, the
relaxation begins earlier. Under significant stresses the
excitation is substantially more intense; it noticeably
exceeds the relaxation, and the regime of relaxation
forms later, sometimes after the cessation of the increase
of loading. This may explain the dependence of the com
mencement of relaxation on the load, which was estab
lished in the experiments.
Mathematical illustration. To illustrate the above men
tioned general notions, let us consider the simplest math
ematical model. Assume that at each level of stress the
medium contains overstressed regions favorable for the
development of failure: some portions of the medium
reside at the metastable state, and their constituting
defects are ready for failure. We will call the set of such
overstressed areas as a reservoir of failure (in the sense
that the events of failure, or acts, originate from this res
ervoir). Let the size (capacity) of the reservoir be A. This
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value increases, the higher the level of acting stresses.
Application of small additional stresses (steps in the
described experiments) triggers the avalanche failure.
When all the metastable defects fail in all the overstressed
areas, the failure process terminates.
The notion of the presence of the reservoir of failure
defined by the level of applied stresses is close to the idea
explaining the Kaiser’s effect (for the review on the prob
lem, see [Lavrov et al., 2004]). In our work, we, however,
left aside Kaiser’s effect and focused at the commence
ment of relaxation rather than at the excitation of failure.
The question concerning the possible role of memory
effects in the dynamics of the transient mode seismicity
requires special studies, including special experiments.
This issue is a particular case of the more general princi
pal problem of the description of the time factor during
the failure in the geological medium.
The capacity of the reservoir decreases as the failure
develops. we assume that this decrease is proportional to
the number of failure acts n. In this situation, the current
size of the reservoir is (A – kn).
Under avalanche failure, the intensity of fracturing
(the number of events within the given period) is propor
tional to the number n of events that had already
occurred (probably, in some power of β). The intensity is
also proportional to the capacity of the reservoir (A – kn):
the larger the reservoir, the greater the number of ava
lanches that may appear. Thus:
β
dn
 = R ( A – kn )n .
dt

(4)

We write out (4) in another form:
β
dn
 = r ⎛ 1 – n ⎞ n ,
(5)
⎝
dt
a⎠
where a is the capacity of the reservoir in units of the
failure acts. In the scope of the model, a is determined
by the acting stresses (the pattern of the dependence at
this level of the analysis is insignificant; only the fact
that the stronger the strains the higher the a value is of
importance.
Equations of type (5) are known in different fields of
knowledge [Svirezhev, 1976; Romanovskii, 1984; Mali
netskii and Potapov, 2002; Riznichenko, 2003; Samar
skii, 2005]. In the population growth theory, equation (5)
with β= 1 is known as Verhulst’s equation (or the logistic
equation) [Vogels, 1975]. It describes the growth in pop
ulation with limited resources for the maintenance of
reproduction. The parameter a is called the medium
capacity or population capacity; it is defined by the avail
able resources. Our idea of the limitation of the failure by
the reservoir containing the metastable defects is, in fact,
similar to this concept.

Equation (5) may be presented in a different form:
β
β+1
dn
 = rn – r n .
dt
a

dn
n β
 = r ⎛ 1 –  ⎞ n + f ( t ).
⎝
dt
a⎠

(8)

In our experiments, f(t) was represented by a function
linearly increasing within the time interval τ. Thus, the
final model is:
⎧ dn
n β ⎧ bt, t ≤ θ
⎪  = r ⎛⎝ 1 –  ⎞⎠ + ⎨
a
⎨ dt
⎩ bθ, t > θ
⎪
⎩ n ( 0 ) = 0.

capacity of the reservoir may depend on other factors as
well, including stress duration. At present, we do not include
these factors in the model because their contribution has not
been studied in the performed experiments.
Vol. 46

(6)

The first and second summands in (6) describe exci
tation and relaxation, respectively; the coefficient a is the
ratio of excitation and relaxation: the higher a, the more
important is the role of excitation. Equation (6) may be
generalized as:
β
α
dn
 = pn – qn .
(7)
dt
In this case, the proportion of excitation and relax
ation is determined by the p/q value.
 = cnS are known as equa
The equations of type dn
dt
tions describing the blowup processes [Malinetskii
and Potapov, 2002]. In the general case, their solutions
are characterized by the powerlow asymptotics and
describe both the modes of excitation (at c > 0) and
relaxation (at c < 0). Some researchers [Malyshev and
Tikhonov, 2007] used such equations in describing the
dynamics of seismicity. In the latter work, the authors
estimate s. In the context of assumptions made in
[Malyshev and Tikhonov, 2007], the characteristic
value of s proved close to 2. The value s = 1 corre
sponds to exponential growth (relaxation), when the
increase (decrease) is defined only by the total number
of events (n) at the given instant of time. Such a situa
tion corresponds to independent events. If the occur
rence of a single event changes the probability of the
following event (i.e., the interaction between the
events becomes important), the value of s may differ
from unity (such as, for example, in case of autocata
lytic chemical reactions). The value s close to 2 indi
cates the substantial contribution of interactions
between earthquakes, which is consistent with the
presentday notions of the physics of seismicity.
Application of the additional step of stress f(t) (such a
regime was implemented in our experiments) results in
the increase of the dn/dt. The exact dependence of the
dn/dt on f is not known. Nevertheless, taking into
account the smallness of the additional stress compared
to the acting stresses, we may assume that dn/dt is pro
portional to f(t). Hence, the working model takes the fol
lowing form:

3 The
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Fig. 24. Solutions of equation (9) (with the low rate of the “step” growth) for different a: (1) 1 –  from (9), (2) initiating step f(t).
dt

Equation (9) was solved numerically for different
rates b of the increase in the function f(t). β was taken to
be 2, although the results will remain principally the same
also with lower values.
With small rates of increase of f(t), the activity dn/dt is
swarmlike, and the maximum activity is determined by
the capacity of the reservoir a (and, correspondingly, by
the acting stresses). The peak activity shifts to the later
times with increasing a; i.e., the delay of the commence
ment of the relaxation increases with the growth of a
(Fig. 24).
The pattern of the dependence of the peak activity
delay relative to the beginning of the step f(t) on the
stresses intensity may be inferred from the following
considerations. It follows from equation (5) that a is
equal to the total number of events: with t
∞ reaches
n is a stationary point of (5): a (a with n = a = 0). The
experiments show that the total number of events a in
each series may be approximated by the exponential
dependence on the acting stresses (Figs. 3, 6, 11c, 17].
Consequently, we may assume that a ∝ exp(σ). Thus,

when studying the dependence of the solution to equa
tion (9) on stresses, we should use the logarithmic
stresses lna. The dependence of the maximum activity
delay relative to the beginning of the load step on lna is
depicted in Fig. 25. This figure demonstrates also the
examples of the dependences derived from the experi
ment. It is seen that the model curve is similar to its
experimental dependences.
At the high rates of the increase of the step f(t), the
activity is characterized by the aftershock patterns, the
delay in the beginning of the powerlaw decay of the
activity increases with increasing a and, correspondingly,
with increasing acting stresses (Fig. 26).
Thus, the results of mathematical modeling are qual
itatively consistent with the laboratory data, which con
firms, in our opinion, the validity of the idea of the com
petition between excitation and relaxation suggested for
explaining the peculiarities in the development of failure
during the transient mode of activity.
The considered mathematical model is schematic
and requires further specification, primarily with the
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account of differentscale failure and its temporal and
spatial development. Therefore, in the present work we
do not provide a thorough analysis of equation (9); we
only demonstrate its main properties.
CONCLUSIONS
(1) Initiation of the rock fracturing by the stepped
impact induces the transient acoustic–emission or seis
mic events, qualitatively similar to aftershocks and
swarms. The rapid growth in the load generates the
acoustic/seismic regime similar to the aftershock
sequence, while the gradual increase induces swarmlike
activity.
(2) The parameters of the induced activity change in
a regular manner with increasing acting stresses: the
stronger the stresses, the later the activity starts to decay;
the parameters of Omori’s law and the slope of the fre
quencymagnitude curve increase.
(3) Excitation and relaxation of the acoustic/seismic
activity are reflected in the characteristic temporal
change in the slope of the frequencymagnitude curve:
the slope decreases at the stage of increasing activity and
increases at the stage of decay, which indicates the transi
tion of the failure from lower to higher levels (the crack
instability avalanche scenario) and from higher to lower
levels (the scenario of aftershocks) at the stages of the
increase and decay, respectively.
(4) The model of the dynamics of the transient mode
of activity induced by the external impact, which is based
on the idea of competition between excitation and relax
ation of the failure, explains qualitatively the main regu
larities identified in the laboratory and natural experi
ments.
(5) The revealed peculiarities in the initiation and
development of the failure proved similar for the swarm
and aftershock modes; there is also some analogy with
the processes of the preparation of earthquakes. This
observation provides the opportunity for considering dif
ferent modes of seismic activity as the implementations
of the same physical processes of the nucleation and
development of the failure in different conditions. It is
possible that in natural conditions, the impacts of natural
factors (for example, local growth of deformations) may
result in both the initiation of transient modes including
swarms, and the occurrence of earthquakes, depending
on the type of excitation, the properties, and the state of
the geophysical medium.
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